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THE POWER OF
PASSEMENTERIE

PORTRAIT OF AN INTERIOR
No wonder artist and illustrator Jeremiah Goodman signs his work with his first
name only. For almost seven decades he has captured interiors in a style that
is instantly recognisable. His evocative watercolours have not only acted as an
archive of interior design for the latter half of the 20th century, but also show
his ability to infuse a room with personality and emotion, that is second only to
being there. An exhibition of these interior ‘portraits’ – which depict the homes of
well-known figures from the worlds of design and fashion including Cecil Beaton,
Carolina Herrera, Diana Vreeland and David Hicks – was recently on show in
Design Centre East.

MEET THE MAKERS

STAR NAMES
The Conversations in Design sessions
provide a platform for new perspectives
and encourages visitors to hear from
the industry’s big thinkers. Patrizia
Moroso, creative director of Moroso,
is a good example. As a nurturer of
design talent and well known for her
close collaborations with architects,
artists and designers, she has a
passionate interest in all forms of art
and experiments with hand-crafting,
technology and materials. “I always
see an object like a person, with a
personality,” she told Livingetc’s editor
Suzanne Imre who interviewed her
during the event.

While trends may come and go, the power of making is
the one message that will always endure in luxury design.
Bringing artistry right into the showrooms, there has been
a series of live demonstrations highlighting creative skills.
Fromental brought its head artist from China to paint an
exquisite wallcovering, bringing a floral motif to life with
the deft flick of a brush; Savoir Beds demonstrated how
a single maker assembles a No2 mattress; Porta Romana
showed how the gilding on its ‘Cosmos’ collection was
achieved; senior designers from Cole & Son painted
elements from the Mariinsky Damask Wallpapers collection,
and Turnstyle Designs in Design Centre East showed
how its leather door handles are hand-stitched.

FLYING HIGH
Dedar’s ‘Silkbird Jacquard’ pays
homage to the antique coromandel
screens with which Coco Chanel
adorned her Paris apartment. It won
The World of Interiors’ Collection of
the Year at Focus/16; the runners- up
were the Salveson Graham collection
for David Seyfried Ltd; the David
Oliver wallpaper collection for
Schumacher at Turnell & Gigon;
Pierre Frey’s Jean Lurçat collection;
and the new collection from Namay
Samay at Tissus d’Hélène.
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What does luxury mean to the modern consumer? Do words like artisanal and authenticity
still have the same currency? A champion of skill, the Design Centre is certain it does.
In fact, Europe’s premier design destination has become the go-to for the in-the-know
crowd seeking ‘couture for the home’. Showcasing the highest expressions of creativity, it
brings together not only fabrics and wallcoverings, but also, furniture, lighting, accessories,
kitchens, bathrooms, outdoor living, trimmings, hardware, tiles and carpets – all at one
address. Recent events acknowledge this integral aspect to the Design Centre’s identity:
Simpsons had a skilled artisan in their showroom demonstrating techniques with leather
and Ceccotti Collezioni shared the philosophy behind their handcrafted pieces while
Jacaranda Carpets revealed how their designs are hand-woven by traditional methods.

RENOVATE, RENEW & RESTORE
In the fast-paced world of hospitality design, how do
landmark hotels retain their integrity? “I hate it when
a hotel renovates but then you don’t recognise the hotel
you loved,” said Dina De Luca Chartouni, co-owner and
design director about her New York hotel, The Lowell.
In conversation with Condé Nast Traveller retail editor
Thea Darricotte, she said the secret to their success was
continual innovation while staying true to the soul of
the place.

FLOWER POWER

G R A N D TO U R
Expert-led guided tours offering privileged
access are burgeoning – now Design
Centre is entering the frame. At a sell-out
event hosted by Country Life, art consultant
Vanessa Curry devised a behind-thescenes tour into designs that have a story
to tell and embody the best craftsmanship
of their time. Arts writer Sophie Hastings
offered insights into the remarkable Art &
Interiors exhibition she curated. The Design
Centre also led regular champagne tours of
Focus/16, introducing visitors to the most
talked-about new collections and bespoke
installations.

COUTURE FOR THE HOME

WORKSHOP
WONDERS
Stuart Carey makes tactile ceramics that have won
many awards, including recognition from Homes
& Gardens and ELLE Decoration, and he visited
Focus/16 to give a talk on his work. “You never stop
learning, and once you realise that, you’re open to
developing [your work] a lot quicker and easier,” he
said. His words couldn’t be more apt: throughout
Focus/16, the Design Hub was packed with visitors
eager to learn from a series of experts at the top of
their game. Other sessions included a masterclass
on framing and lighting art, with specialists TM
Lighting and John Jones, Emma South of Jo Malone
London on how to style your home with scent and
an exploration of creativity with paint, courtesy of
interior designer and founder of Konig Colours,
Vanessa Galloway.

Visitors often comment on the magnificent fresh flowers
at every turn at Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour. A
natural home for creative expression, it supports a
broad spectrum of creative disciplines across the
design agenda, working closely with a host of leading
florists to create displays that capture the mood of the
moment. Recent commissions have included work by
Chelsea Flowers for Wool Week and oversized vessels
of hydrangeas, Tudor roses, snowberries and magnolia
leaves by Mary-Jane Vaughan for Focus/16. For The
Twinkle of Christmas, Rob Van Helden designed
gravity-defying vases of eucalyptus, pussy willow and
cotton branches, tying in with the event’s enchanted
forest theme.

Visitors could not miss a spectacular
13-tier aerial installation made from more
than 500 tassels, specially commissioned
for the Centre Dome. Using hand-made
designs from Samuel & Sons Passementerie,
Houlès, Watts of Westminster and Wendy
Cushing Passementerie at Jason D’Souza,
the six-metre-high work brought movement
to the space. Working in harmony with the
Design Centre’s architecture, the concept
turned the traditional tassel on its artistic
head and challenged the way we look
at passementerie.

EXPERIMENT
WITH DESIGN
The public’s understanding of
individuality has changed; whereas
limited-edition designs once satisfied this
desire, today more and more of us want
to get involved directly with the design
process. Wool Classics offered access to
the Design Laboratory, where visitors can
experiment with 50,000 shades of colour
to create stunning bespoke rugs in any
shape, style or design. Edelman Leather’s
new collaboration with visionary designer
Kyle Bunting takes vertical surfacing to a
completely new level with bespoke hair-onhide murals and wallcoverings.

THE ART OF STYLE
Focus/16 is an event that thrives on many forms of creativity.
Visitors were able to discover the redefinition of style from three
highly original points of view at a session chaired by creative director
Emilio Pimentel-Reid. Luke Edward Hall (the young artist/designer
behind the illustrations used on Burberry’s summer advertising
campaign), interior designer Beata Heuman and co-founder of
Fromental Tim Butcher shared secrets about their approach.
“You need a Roladex in your mind and informed knowledge of
design before you start to play with the rules,” commented Tim.
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